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Static Readers 

New!New!New!New!New! Eco-Friendly Approach
PAC-8 reduces air consumption by 60% while it realizes 
effective dust elimination with intermittent air output.

AIR OUT

AIR IN

Pulse Air Controller

Ecology Higher efficiency Broad compatibility

Pulse 
output

Continuous 
output

Air consumption（0.3MPa）

Pulse output mode cuts down 
60% of air consumption as 
compared to continuous 
output mode.

Pulse output mode helps 
ionizers to remove dust more 
efficiently by blowing  
intermittent air and jolting it. 
Select either high-frequency pulse 
or  low-frequency pulse in 
accordance with the application. 

Compatible with our ionizers: 
G-7R, N-2, and Bar-Type Ionizers.

Eco-friendly product
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Flared 
Nozzle

Tube-Fitting 
Nozzle

Standard 
Nozzle

IPC-20
Ion Parts Cleaner

IPC-30
In-line Ion Parts Cleaner 

IPC-40
Ion Parts Cleaner

IPC-60
Ion Parts Cleaner

F-12E
Standard Fan-Type Ionizer 

G-7R
Gun-Type Ionizer

N-2
Pinpoint Nozzle Ionizer 

SDJ-14
Powerful Fan Ionizer 

SF-9
High-Spec Fan-Type Ionizer

SDJ-08S
Clip-On Ionizer 

Eye-01
Electrostatic Field Meter

SDL-01
Static Loctator

3F-12
Triple-Fan Ionizer 

CF-30
Cross-Flow Fan Ionizer 

Compact and 
space-saving 

For in-line installation on the 
conveyer belt

Standard model 

Made-to-order model for 
bigger work pieces 

Cost-efficient! 

Renewal version! Fits your need! 

Fastest static elimination!

Highest quality model.     
Automatic ion balance      
adjustment with sensor.

Easy installation! Accurate static 
evaluatioin 
for electronics 
industry 

Easy to use / 
For plastics industry 

Secures a wide 
static-free 
work space!

Compact body with built-in fan 
makes it ideal to be installed 
within machinery.

B-60/90/95/100/120/140
150/160/180/210/230/300

AC Pulse Ionizing Bars 
B-series SH-series

Compact AC Pulse Ionizing Bars 
 (Power unit sold separately) A variety of lengths available 

from 60cm to 300cm 
Space-saving versions 
that can be installed within 
machinery B-120

Card-type 
remote controller

SH-16/20/30/40



■SPECIFICATIONS
Model
Input voltage
Power consumption
Input air pressure
Air flow volume
Air tube
Applied fluid
Power output

Weight
Dimensions
Materials
Accessories

： PAC-8
： DC24Ｖ±5％ 
： 70mA
： 0.1～0.6ＭPa（Only clean air should be applied.）
： Refer to the table below.s
： Outer diam.φ8mm×Inner diam.φ6mm
： Clean dry air, Nitrogen gas
： 24V±5%  680mA (when used with AD24-ITC) 
： 5～40℃  35～65%RH（No dewing）
： 0～60℃  35～85%RH（No dewing）
： 610g
： L 95mm×W 45mm×H 45mm (except protruding parts)
： Housing: SPCC + Paint
： Instruction Manual, Adjustment plugφ8 ‒φ6, 
    Air tubeφ8mm×100mm

WARNINGS

※ Due to product improvement, the above specifications and measurements are subject to change without notice.

Input air pressure

■DIMENSIONS ■How to connect PAC-8 with an ionizer

Pulse mode

Continuous mode

AC Power supply transformer
AD24-ITC

Connection cable for 
G-7R (2.5m)
G-7RC

※The values above were based on tests with a sample unit. They represent the central 
   tendency of this model, but are not to be guaranteed.

■Air flow volume

(Optional parts)

0.1
125
50

0.2
232
92.8

0.3
330
132

0.4
461
184.4

0.5
567
226.8

0.6
572
228.8

LED lights up in orange 
while the unit is in operation. 

Pulse mode: Blinking

Continuous mode: 
　　　Lit continuously

Terminal block for 
connecting a nozzle-type ionizer 
or bar-type ionizer.

Ion Beam Gun (G-7R) 
can be connected to 
PAC-8 with G-7RC 
connection cable.

Circuit diagram

（
HI

LOW

GND

+24V

AC100～240V

(AD24-ITC)(G-7RC)

AIR IN AIR IN

(Relay output / Switch)

(External power)GND

AIR

AIR
+24V

G-7R

To operate the valve at a high on/off frequency

To keep the valve open

※Use G-7R if it needs 
　to be connected with PAC-8 
　as the previous version of 
　G-7 is not compatible with PAC-8.

※The input air pressure to pulse 
　ionizing bars should be 
　0.2MPa or lower  when they are 
　connected to PAC-8. 

VESSEL  Pulse-Air Controller No.PAC-8
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Open

Closed

Open

Closed

Open

To operate the valve at a low on/off frequency Low-frequency mode (Cycle length: 250msec, Pulse width: 100msec)

High-frequency mode (Cycle length: 100msec, Pulse width: 40msec) 

External 
power point

Power output for G-7R

Air output

Air input

Solenoid 
valve

Pulse circuit

Pulse cycle 
selector

Continuous/Pulse 
output selector

Main switch

Input 
DC24V

 ( Measured values  Input air pressure: secondary, 
                Air consumption rate: w/φ8mm air outlet. )

Air flow volume: continuous output mode
Air flow volume: Pulse mode

（MPa）

（L/min）

（L/min）

● Please read the user’s manual carefully for safe use. 
● Do not use this product in any hazardous areas where the potential for fire or 
explosion exists such as gases, dust, or easily ignitable materials in the atmosphere.

● Keep liquids away from the unit, such as water, oil, solvent.
● Prevent dew condensation as it may cause electric shock and product breakage.
● Do not disassemble or modify the unit as it may cause electric shock and product breakage.
● Its built-in electromagnetic valve is a consumable part. 
(Valve life: Approx. 8,000,000 times opening-closing action)

Working temperature / 
humidity
Storage temperature / 
humidity
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